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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Maya Greene is infatuated with the town s mysterious
new arrival. Everything from his perfectly groomed beard and effortless suit, to his fancy car and
cane is utterly captivating, and Maya can t seem to bring herself to look away. That is, until Noah
confesses he s also in fact a shifter - the one thing Maya despises! Ever since a werewolf attacked her
four years ago, leaving a permanent, painful impact on the rest of her life, Maya hasn t been able to
trust them. Or even look at them in fear of being ambushed again. Noah Hunter, on the other hand,
is hunting a rogue werewolf and will do anything to catch him. When his target suddenly takes
interest in a human from the Old Town, Noah decides to use her to attract his prey s attention. But
in order for his plan to work, Noah must take Maya to his territory - Zion - where she ll be safe from
the weresnatchers that hunt her. Unfortunately for Noah, the girl s a total pain in the ass. She...
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Reviews
An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe
This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyma n O 'Conner III
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